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by history, geography, and language. 
reynolds writes: “no other cluster of 
modern nation states is so commonly 
referred to as a ‘world’ in english politi-
cal parlance” (1). the arab world label 
clears up the cloud and confusion that 
usually surrounds the well-known and 
often-used label the “Middle east and 
north africa” (Mena). while a gen-
eral western audience, for example, 
 tends to include afghanistan and 
Pakistan in the mix of arab and non-
arab countries that comprise Mena, 
along with the states of iran, israel, and 
turkey,  The Cambridge Companion to 
Modern Arab Culture defines the term 
“arab world” as countries where 
arabic is the official written and  
communication medium and which 
share other cultural components and 
history. indeed, the arabic language  
is the primary identifier of arabs and 
their countries. 
the arabic language has sustained its 
written and spoken form since the  
18th century; however, the spoken 
dialects of arabic are quite diverse. do 
accents in and pronunciations of spoken 
arabic vary? the answer to this criti-
cal question is yes. However, accents 
dwight e. reynolds begins the book 
by offering three general historical 
measures that, in his opinion, allow 
readers to delve into the current state of 
the countries of the arab world. the 
three measures are: 1) the spread of the 
arabic language, the culture associated 
with the language, and the arabization 
of the Middle east and north africa 
(Mena); 2) the inf luence of european 
colonization and the movements of lib-
eration and independence that shaped 
the arab world that we know today; 
and 3) the emergence of the concept of 
arab nationalism and Pan-arabism, 
as well as conservative islamist move-
ments over the last century and a half.  
in his introductory piece, reynolds 
alerts readers to the boundaries of lin-
guistic terminologies that characterized 
the arab people and their countries. it 
is rather remarkable that 20 arab coun-
tries are labeled by historians, geogra-
phers, and politicians alike as the “arab 
world.” these states are connected 
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Modern Arab Culture (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge 
University Press, 2015).
T he Cambridge Companion to Modern Arab Culture is an easy read for both the general public and specialists, providing insights about the diverse 
array of people, cultures, and nations that comprise the 
arab Middle east. a quick glance at the maps of the 
Ottoman empire in 1800, the european-controlled 
territories in the 20th-century Middle east, and 
northern africa and the Middle east today provides 
readers a powerful visual contrast and a sense of how 
much this region has changed in the past two centuries 
(14-16). these profound changes deserve deep analysis 
and, indeed, the arab people, their society, cultures, 
religions, history, literature, art, music, language, 
and lifestyle have been discussed by dozens of books 
over the last 10 years. what distinguishes this volume 
from other publications is its comprehensiveness, 
cohesiveness, and analytical depth. in addition to the 
editor of this book, 15 scholars with various interests 
and backgrounds contributed to this book.
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the First world war. Subsequently, a 
sense of arab nationalism emerged and 
voices for independence and political 
unification captured the public mind. 
the book successfully draws attention 
to popular terms among historians such 
as the Nahda, which in english trans-
lates as “getting up, rising” or, more 
formally, “Renaissance, Revival, or the 
most recent use for the term Awakening” 
(15). after the Nahda took place in 
the late 19th and early 20th centuries, 
the cultural contributions of the arab 
Middle east increased, especially in the 
areas of translations, literature, poetry, 
sciences, and religious studies. 
and pronunciations do not abstract or 
change the full delivery and under-
standing of meanings, or the quality 
of communication. while accents and 
pronunciations change, written words 
remain the same. and, it should be 
noted that the eloquent classic arabic  
is the language of the Quran. 
while the arabic language and culture 
have endured over time, it is important 
to acknowledge that the impact  
of european colonization and occupa-
tion on the Middle east and the  
arab world was deep and significant. 
the book recognizes that a number  
of states in the arab world have  
in the Middle east, including those 
in Syria and iraq. For example, mil-
lions of iraqis and Syrians have f led 
their homes recently to Jordan, turkey, 
and european countries. a few have 
reached the United States. it is worth 
noting that intellectuals and writers 
later created societies and clubs to  
sustain their writing and contribute  
to the intellectual and cultural circles  
of the countries in which they settled.  
For instance, the mahjar, or émigré, 
writers, developed their own literary 
styles that are being recognized in  
the United States and South america, 
especially Brazil and argentina. the 
multicultural makeup of the arab  
mahjar writers is ref lected in their  
writing and is connected with the  
rich traditions of the literature in  
their homelands. 
in conclusion, the best description  
for this edition is that it is many  
books in one. any reader who wishes 
to gain an in-depth understanding  
and appreciation of law, art, the arabic 
narrative, poetry, music, theater, film 
and television, humor, and food and 
cuisine in the arab world will find  
The Cambridge Companion to Modern 
Arab Culture a good resource. 
Jabbar Al-Obaidi is Professor in the 
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what distinguishes this volume 
from other publications is its 
comprehensiveness, cohesiveness, 
and analytical depth. in addition 
to the editor of this book,  
15 scholars with various interests  
and backgrounds contributed  
to this book.
“a cultural tilt toward the language  
and culture of the country that  
colonized them” (11). For instance, 
French is the second language of 
elites and educated people in algeria, 
Lebanon, Morocco, and tunisia, 
while english is the second language 
for iraqis, egyptians, the people of the 
arab gulf States, and the Sudanese. 
this kind of tilting toward the culture 
of colonization gave birth to the term 
“arab Middle east” during and after 
importantly, this book also draws 
readers’ attention to the issue of mosaic 
identities in the Middle east and the 
recent development of migration and 
diaspora. the arab diaspora includes 
different forms of migration: internally 
displaced refugees, stateless refugees, 
exiles, and intra- and extra-regional 
immigrants. interestingly, the discus-
sion of this vital topic is connected  
by colonial history to european  
countries such as France and italy,  
and to the recent wars and conf licts 
